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In the early twentieth century, the field of anthropology transformed itself from the
“welcoming science,” uniquely open to women, people of color, and amateurs,
into a professional science of culture. The new field grew in rigor and prestige but
excluded practitioners and methods that no longer fit a narrow standard of
scientific legitimacy. In Rhetoric in American Anthropology, Risa Applegarth
traces the “rhetorical archeology” of this transformation in the writings of early
women anthropologists. Applegarth examines the crucial role of ethnographic
genres in determining scientific status and recovers the work of marginalized
anthropologists who developed alternative forms of scientific writing. Applegarth
analyzes scores of ethnographic monographs to demonstrate how early
anthropologists intensified the constraints of genre to define their community and
limit the aims and methods of their science. But in the 1920s and 1930s,
professional researchers sidelined by the academy persisted in challenging the
field’s boundaries, developing unique rhetorical practices and experimenting with
alternative genres that in turn greatly expanded the epistemology of the field.
Applegarth demonstrates how these writers’ folklore collections, ethnographic
novels, and autobiographies of fieldwork experiences reopened debates over
how scientific knowledge was made: through what human relationships, by what
bodies, and for what ends. Linking early anthropologists’ ethnographic strategies
to contemporary theories of rhetoric and composition, Rhetoric in American
Anthropology provides a fascinating account of the emergence of a new
discipline and reveals powerful intersections among gender, genre, and science.
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This edited volume explores how digital games have the potential to engage
learners both within and outside the classroom and to encourage interaction in
the target language. This is the first dedicated collection of papers to bring
together state-of-the-art research in game-based learning.
Combining up-to-date scholarship with clear and accessible language and helpful
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exercises, Metaphor: A Practical Introduction is an invaluable resource for all
readers interested in metaphor. This second edition includes two new
chapters--on 'metaphors in discourse' and 'metaphor and emotion' --along with
new exercises, responses to criticism and recent developments in the field, and
revised student exercises, tables, and figures.
A little girl comes to live in his uncle's lonely house and discovers a boy, her
handicapped cousin and a mystery of a locked garden.
Cultivating Minds is a ground-breaking unification of the ideas of Simmel and
contemporary perspectives in cultural psychology. The theoretical framework
proposed is based on an integration of core philosophical, sociological, and
psychological ideas from the intellectual traditions of pragmatism,
socioculturalism, constructivism, and transactionalism. The primary focus of this
work is on cultivation as a metaphor for identity formation. According to this idea,
each and every human agent is an active producer of its own development and
identity. The cultivation model expands existing sociocultural perspectives by
elaborating further how an individual's cultivation of the sociocultural environment
is mediated through artefacts and objects, a concept exemplified by the identity
processes demonstrated by graffiti artists. The idea of the cultured mind has
profound implications not only for cultural psychology but also for theories of
identity and, of course, development. It affects the way we understand the
formation of the self and, in the end, the growth of the person. The result is a
theory which captures the convergence between identity, culture and
development in new and far-reaching ways.
Breaking away from the idea that sociology only ever elaborates the negative,
Sociology for Optimists shows that sociology can provide hope in dealing with
social issues through critical approaches that acknowledge the positive. From
politics and inequality to nature and faith, Mary Holmes shows how a critical and
optimistic sociology can help us think about and understand human experience
not just in terms of social problems, but in terms of a human capacity to respond
to those problems and strive for social change. With contemporary case studies
throughout grounding the theory in the real world, this is the perfect
companion/antidote to studying sociology.
Offered in the form of stories, this book presents occupational therapists as
'masters of the mundane'. Theoretical papers should encourage an
understanding of principles of active occupation that guide practice and shed light
on how these ideas can be applied to the education of therapists.
??????:??????????????????????????????????????????
A reader at the fourth level of an ELT course which aims to help nurture
children's confidence and enthusiasm for English through gently graded
activities. The syllabus has built-in revision and pronunciation lessons, and
involves pupils in the evaluation of their own progress.
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The book charts the attempts of Islam's largest missionary movement, the Tablighi Jamaat, to
build Europe's largest mosque in London. Key themes include how Islamic movements engage
and adapt within liberal democracies and how local contexts are key in understanding how and
why movements operate in a given way.
Regicide, military dictatorship, war and rumors of war, opposition from all sides and collapse of
a 'failed state': such is the story of Oliver Cromwell's unique experiment in the governance of
Britain, following the English-British Civil Wars. The British state of the Three Kingdoms of
England, Scotland and Ireland were united in the Protectorate, with Cromwell as Lord
Protector, 1649 to 1660, but collapsed under the weight of huge turbulence and problems from
all sides - political and religious, constitutional, foreign military and naval threat, even from the
Dutch, the Protectorate's natural ally. Finally, with Cromwell's death in 1658 - the 'heroic'
Cromwell - and succession of the hapless Richard Cromwell, the 'failed state' collapsed with
the restoration of the Stuart dynasty, in 1660 and royal, aristocratic and gentry rule.
The party has coped successfully with the needs of a multiethnic population, claims for more
extensive human rights, the nascent development of a civil society, and the problems of
defending a small country in a turbulent region.".
In this book, James Lewis demonstrates the centrality of American ideas about and concern for
the union of the states in the policymaking of the early republic. For four decades after the
nation's founding in the 1780s, he says, this focus on securing a union operated to blur the line
between foreign policies and domestic concerns. Such leading policymakers as Thomas
Jefferson, James Madison, James Monroe, John Quincy Adams, and Henry Clay worried
about the challenges to the goals of the Revolution that would arise from a hostile
neighborhood--whether composed of new nations outside the union or the existing states
following a division of the union. At the center of Lewis's story is the American response to the
dissolution of Spain's empire in the New World, from the transfer of Louisiana to France in
1800 to the independence of Spain's mainland colonies in the 1820s. The breakup of the
Spanish empire, he argues, presented a series of crises for the unionist logic of American
policymakers, leading them, finally, to abandon a crucial element of the distinctly American
approach to international relations embodied in their own federal union.
The record of each copyright registration listed in the Catalog includes a description of the
work copyrighted and data relating to the copyright claim (the name of the copyright claimant
as given in the application for registration, the copyright date, the copyright registration
number, etc.).
Knowledge, Values and Educational Policy focuses on what schools are for and what should
be taught in them, how learning is possible across boundaries, and issues of diversity and
equity. Policies and practices relating to schools are also considered. Within this volume,
internationally renowned contributors address a number of fundamental questions designed to
take the reader to the heart of current debates around curriculum, knowledge transfer, equity
and social justice, and system reform, such as: What are schools and what are they for? What
knowledge should schools teach? How are learners different from each other and how are
groups of learners different from one another, in terms of social class, gender, ethnicity, and
disability? What influence does educational policy have on improving schools? What influence
does research have on our understanding of education and schooling? To encourage
reflection, many of the chapters also include questions for debate and a guide to further
reading. Read alongside its companion volume, Educational Theories, Cultures and Learning,
readers will be encouraged to consider and think about on some of the key issues facing
education and educationists today.

This book examines a range of complex issues concerning the professional experience
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(i.e., practicum) in English language teacher education with regard to curriculum design
and implementation, as well as professional learning. Drawing on a sociocultural
perspective, it explores the context of the professional experience, preservice teachers
as learners of English language teaching, and the activity of learning to teach English
language in connection with interrelated contextual and personal issues: contextual
issues such as policies, curricula, university-school partnerships, and mentoring
relations are investigated in relation to personal issues such as the beliefs,
expectations, prior educational experiences, previous teaching experiences, and
cultural-linguistic backgrounds of preservice teachers. In turn, the book addresses
professional learning issues, including professional identity development, emotional
experiences, and pedagogical learning, in depth. The book delves into the qualitative
“fine-grained” aspects of the professional experience while also making valuable
conceptual contributions through a sociocultural analysis of the professional learning
experience, which can also be applied to research in other teacher education contexts.
The findings presented here hold practical implications for English language teacher
education in terms of developing a knowledge base for English language teaching and
an effective model of professional experience to prepare English language teachers for
working in today’s expanded, diverse and dynamic neoliberal contexts.
Rochelle (English, Mary Washington College, Fredericksburg, VA) argues that Le Guin,
by revisioning and reshaping myth in her fantastical stories, subverts myth
itself--particularly the myth of the Hero and the Quest and the myth of utopia--as a way
of making her case for the importance of feminist and Native American solutions to
modern ways of making meaning. Rochelle's study of Le Guin's Earthsea cycle, The
Dispossessed, The Left Hand of Darkness, and other works places her rhetoric
alongside that of Emerson, Thoreau, C.S. Peirce, and John Dewey as a
romantic/pragmatic rhetoric that argues for the value of the subjective, the personal, the
private, the small, and the feminine. Distributed by ISBS. c. Book News Inc.
This book describes the recent Scottish independence referendum as the latest
incarnation of a contest between two times on one hand, an ideally continuous time
beyond determination underpinning financial sovereignty, on the other the interruptions
to this ideal continuity inherent in human action.
Discusses contemporary Confucianism’s relevance and its capacity to address
pressing social and political issues of twenty-first-century life. Condemned during the
Maoist era as a relic of feudalism, Confucianism enjoyed a robust revival in post-Mao
China as China’s economy began its rapid expansion and gradual integration into the
global economy. Associated with economic development, individual growth, and social
progress by its advocates, Confucianism became a potent force in shaping politics and
society in mainland China, Hong Kong, Taiwan, and overseas Chinese communities.
This book links the contemporary Confucian revival to debates—both within and outside
China—about global capitalism, East Asian modernity, political reforms, civil society, and
human alienation. The contributors offer fresh insights on the contemporary Confucian
revival as a broad cultural phenomenon, encompassing an interpretation of Confucian
moral teaching; a theory of political action; a vision of social justice; and a perspective
for a new global order, in addition to demonstrating that Confucianism is capable of
addressing a wide range of social and political issues in the twenty-first century.
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? From the earliest “velocipedes” through the advent of the pneumatic tire to the rise of
modern road and track competition, this history of the sport of bicycle racing traces its
role in the development of bicycle technology between 1868 and 1903. Providing
detailed technical information along with biographies of racers and other important
personalities, the book explores this thirty-year period of early bicycle history as the
social and technical precursor to later developments in the motorcycle and automobile
industries.
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This book examines the recent development of the far right in Britain with a
particular focus on the British National Party (BNP), the most electorally
successful far right party in British history.
This volume explores what it means to be an African in a political context in
which such people are called upon to re-assert the value of identifying as African
in order to counter the effects of neo-colonialism. This includes affirming visions
of what Africanness can offer in terms of people’s being-in-the-world. The book
also discusses the benefits associated with working together as people of African
ancestry, as well as the evocation of Ubuntu. It focuses on the possibility of
revisiting the urge for African rebirth, and shows how the idea of Pan-Africanism
helps to keep this dream alive. It engages with a range of ideas that build on the
Pan-African philosophy for grounding African cultural and political rebirth, and will
contribute to debunking the mindset that prompts many African youths and adults
to risk it all for an apparently better life on the other side of the Atlantic Ocean.
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